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Welcome to our Clash Royale Arena 8 Deck Guide! But don't take your coat. It's getting frosty here! That's right, we'll go all the way from the frozen peak to the Jungle Arena.You'll see a sudden increase in the number of pigs and balloons - at least for a while. This is mainly due to the new synergy
between Lumberjack, Balloon and Freeze. But don't be afraid because I'm going to give you three excellent Arena 8 decks that will take you to the Jungle Arena! Also, if you read this guide carefully, you'll be able to build a deck yourself! I'm going to assume that you have at least one and maybe two
legendary cards. If not, don't worry. I also offer decks with no legends and possible replacements for the Legendaries.Building Your Own Arena 8 deck! Choose a winning condition, or maybe choose two! I would recommend that you choose between these three cards as the main condition for winning.
Choose any of them. And... Choose another one! This is an arena where you have to focus on not losing. Trust me, this is the hardest arena to get through because there are only so many decks with improved synergy out there! You have cards that are against Mega Knight in themselves (Bowler), cards
that kill bats and skeletons after death (Ice Golem) and even a quick dude who sheds rage all over the map (Lumberjack). So go straight ahead and pick up the secondary condition of winning from these cards. Don't just choose the secondary condition of winning because you like it. Choose a secondary
winning condition that complements your main winning condition. For example, if I had chosen the balloon earlier, I would have had better choose a skeleton barrel instead of Mega Knight.Support your winning terms! That's right. Support is very important, especially in this area. There are two very good
support cards unlocked - Bowler and Ice Wizard. They are not available as easily, but are worthy additions to your Arena 8 deck. Choose two support cards from here. Pretty arsenal! I recommend you choose one card that deals with the air-land splash area and one card that flies. This is because you will
see PARADES balloons in the arena and you don't want them connecting on your tower. My go to the combination of support troops Musketeer and Baby Dragon because they synergy very well with each other. Baby Dragon can act as a tank while the musketeer is a glass cannon. Glass Cannon is
something that causes a lot of damage but has poor health as a Bomber.The Magic of Spells play an important role in the world of Clash Royale. They provide great value for a reasonable cost elixir and have some of the game's most unique mechanics - like a log pushing back each ground squad and
tornado clumping troops for a surge of attack. I am you carry at least 2 spells, and no more than three. Choose a light spell from these... And choose a heavy spell out of A great new spell is unlocked in Frozen Peak - Freezing Spell. It has really good synergy with the balloon as it stops the enemy cards
from attacking you - buildings, towers and troops alike. If you're going to use a freeze, do it in a deck where it has the best synergy - balloon freeze, pigs freeze, and so on - or do it in a deck where synergy is bad, but it adds that element of surprise. For example, The decks of Arena 8 Golem rarely carry
a freezing spell because of its high cost (compared to zap) and poor damage (compared to the Lightning). But the freeze can be convenient to reset the charged Inferno, get Golem into the tower that sweet bang damage or just force troops to redirect and buy the night witch more time to kill that PEKKA.
I'm doing a guide on how to use the freezing spell properly so you can read that for more information. The murder of TankovItl speaks for itself. You need a high DPS card capable of killing enemy tanks - whether it's a balloon, a royal giant, a Mega Knight or a Giant.Choose tank killer of these cards. From
these cards, I would go to the barbarians. Five of them together have an absurdly high DPS - close to PEKKA. They can grind PEKKA, Giant, Hog Rider, Royal Giant, Giant Skeleton, Elite Barbarians, Prince, Dark Prince, Lesorub, and even Golem - they're just like that. A lot. Damage.But they are weak to
splash attacks, so you can choose Hunter, Mini PEKKA, Prince or Mignon Horde. Keep in mind that the Horde is also weak to spell damage (Arrows, zap, fireball) and gives away elixir value. Create that defenseThe last map in your Arena 8 deck should be building. This is essentially to defend against
enemy attacks effectively as well as kite conditions of defeating the enemy from your tower. You have a good selection of defensive buildings to choose from. All of these buildings can take at least two hits from the incoming Hog Rider, and many of them can take four hits from Giant.Mortar is a very
unique card for protection. It has a blind spot so that it can attack the support card hiding behind the tank while the tank is close mortar. One hit of mortar and a fireball can pull out the Wizard, The Ice Wizard, The Night Witch, The Witch, etc. The Best Workshop Clash Royale Arena 8 DecksI is going to
give you three decks to get up to the Jungle Arena and you can even build your own deck from the map selection process above. Hog Circle Classy 2.6 Hog Cycle. Protect with Ice Golem and Musketeer guns, and use skeletons for bike deck. They can be replaced by a guard for better defense. There is
no legendary in this deck, not even Epic - which makes it very easy to max out. Balloon RageGood ol' Balloon Protect with the Musketeer and Ice Golem, or use Ice Golem to lead the troops away from your tower. The lumberjack and balloon on the bridge almost stop and use it for your profit. Royal giant
giant strongly defensive deck. You have three ultimate defensive cards - bowler (pushback), Mega Mignon (Fireball Immunity and High DPS) and Dark Prince (Shield allows for another kick). You have a swarm of controls from Baby Dragon, Bowler, Furnace and Dark Prince.Don't show freeze up a
double elixir. Let it be a rude surprise (pun intended because it's rough and cold. well.) So this is it for today guys. These Clash Royale Arena 8 decks will definitely help you in the next. If you want, you can also make your own decks. Please share them in the comments, and ask me any questions you
have! © LB - Top 2017 This content is not affiliated, endorsed, sponsored or specifically approved by Supercell and Supercell is not responsible for this. For more information see Supercell Fan Content Policy: www.supercell.com/fan-content-policy Here are the best decks in Clash Royale for Arena 8
(Frozen Peak), this Arena 8 deck can be used from 2300 to 2600 Trophy Range, using a bowler, lumberjack and more maps. Clash Royale has been for over three years, but not all of us are hardened by legendary Arena pros. To help you push trophies and make your way to the top, we've put together
this list of the best Clash Royale decks for each arena. Each entry on the list can be adapted and used in the higher arenas, but we have tried to capture the decks of Clash Royale, which make each new arena unique. The list starts at Arena 5, but if you're having trouble getting there a new deck won't
help as much as a few weeks of practice and experience. Read below for the best Clash Royale deck in the arena! Cycle your way through some of our other Clash Royale content: Clash of Royale Decks - Arena 5F2P bait deckSpear Goblins, Goblins, zap, Arrows, Barbarians, Mignon Orda, Hog Ryder,
Goblin BarrelIf you're a Strictly F2P player, it's a great bait deck with multiple conditions to win (and only one epic card). The idea is to bait out your opponents AoE spells then hit them hard with swarms of troops. And this deck, of course, is not enough for hordes of troops. The main weakness is the lack
of defensive options. The zap, arrows, and creative use of Hog Rider should allow you to hold on to opponents long enough to get back on the offensive. However, this deck should allow you to climb the stairs until you start unlocking more cards. Clash Royale Deck - Arena 6Lavaloon deckBalloon,
Fireball, Flying Machine, Lava Hound, Mega Minion, Tombstone, Valkyrie, zaparena 6 is the first time you will get access to the classic deck archetype: Lavaloon. The strategy behind this deck creates a strong push with lava hound tanks for your Conditions win: Balloon.Many other cards in this deck can
be replaced with others that suit your style of play, but Arena 6 Flying Machine provides both defensive and offensive utilities that should not be overlooked. Just make sure that There are a few strong spells to help with the push. Mortar Hog Rider deckHog Rider, Mortar, Barbarians, Musketeers, Spear
Goblins, Goblins, Fireball, ArrowsThis deck allows you to take advantage of one of the two siege buildings unlocked in Arena 6. Unlike the X-bow, Mortar is a common card, meaning you can align it much more if you want to stick to it. It starts at level 1, but as you level it up to levels 8, 9, and for you will
thank yourself for choosing the overall winning conditions rarity. Mortar and Hog Rider are the two key cards for this deck, and if they play well they can put a lot of pressure on your opponent in one or two lanes. Keep in mind that mortar can also be a strong defensive card as well. With a few dedicated
defensive options in this deck, you'll need all the defensive help you can get. Play it to the middle of the arena to attract attention and provide protection from swarms of ground hitters. Collision Royale Deck - Arena 7Royal Giant Lightning Deck, Minions, Royal Giant, Musketeer, Furnace, Skeleton Army,
Lightning, LogRoyal Giant has declined in popularity recently, but it can still provide a solid victory state when hitting trophies. Because of its tankiness and long range, it is almost guaranteed to get at least a couple of hits on the enemy tower. With Minions or the Musketeers supporting him, he can get
serious damage. Buildings are the only thing that can stop this damage, which is why the Royal Giant is so often paired with the Spell of Lightning. He takes care of hp's tall buildings and protectors with ease, while the magazine and oven deal with any flocks your opponent sends his way. Mega Knight
Inferno Dragon deckValkyrie, Skeleton Army, Prince, Inferno Dragon, Bats, Mega Knight, Arrows, ZapIf you're lucky enough to catch Mega Knight out of your chest at the beginning of your Clash Royale career, this will prove useful in a number of decks as you climb the ranks. This deck only uses cards
available in Arena 7 and below, so you can try it right away. Patience is the key to the full advantage of Mega Knight's power. Damage and rollback when he is playing can destroy any ground push, and combined with multiple support cards it can provide a muscular front for counterpush. Inferno Dragon
is another useful card in this deck, as it can burn any tank attacker at any time at all. Just be careful for zap as he will reset the warm-up timer on his laser. Clash royale decks - Arena 8Balloon Freeze deckIce Spirit, zap, Tombstone, Mega Mignon, Valkyrie, Wizard, Freeze, BalloonThe Freezing Spell
reveals some powerful (if mildly unfair) strategies once you reach Arena 8. Combined with Balloon, you can take off almost the entire tower in just a few seconds. As your balloon approaches the enemy princess tower, your opponent will likely place defenders right on it. death from above for four seconds
or more. What this deck doesn't have is a powerful spell to take down the Elixir Collector (also unlocked in Arena 8). Instead, look to punish your opponent with a push while they are still waiting to get dividends from their investment elixir. Heal Three MusketeersThree Musketeers, Heal, Minion Horde, Ice
Golem, Elixir Collector, Battle Ram, Valkyrie, SapThe Elixir Collector and Three Musketeers combo is a classic deck clash Royale Arena 8. The idea is that you pump your way to the elixir advantage and then drop the three musketeers and hope your opponent doesn't have a fireball at hand. You can
avoid this by playing them in the middle so they split 1-2 between the two lanes. With the recent update Clash Royale Supercell has reduced the cost of Heal to one elixir, so it now makes sense to run to heal in this deck again. Considering the increase to 10 elixir for the three musketeers, you will need to
fold the deck with cheap cycle cards anyway. With Healing keeping them alive, your three musketeers can get a few extra hits for a minimal elixir investment. Clash of The Royale Deck - Arena 9Bandit Bridge Spam DeckBandit, Battle of Ram, Dark Prince, Fireball, Goblin Gang, Ice Golem, Inferno
Dragon, zapIf you are lucky enough to pull out a thug, you can ride on this deck and in arenas 10, 11, and beyond. It contains a number of threats that, if left unchecked, will demolish the enemy tower at any time at all. Using multiple charging cards (Battle Ram, Dark Prince and Bandit), you always have
something in your hand that can be turned into a push. Ice Golem is a cheap tank that is light enough to be pushed forward by your heavy chargers. Relatively low card costs allow you to keep an opponent on the defensive or quickly punish them for playing in high-value cards like Golem for King
Tower.Double Prince Dart Goblin deckBats, Dark Prince, Darth Goblin, Giant, Mega Mignon, Poison, Prince, Sappuble Prince decks are available in much earlier arenas, but Darth Goblin is just what he has to support. The excellent range on Darth Goblin makes it invaluable for both offense and defense,
provided your opponent doesn't take it with arrows or log. Poison is also an excellent offensive or defensive tool, as it can take care of weak troops on a large area for a few seconds. The main condition of victory is the combination of the Dark Prince, Prince and Giant. While giant tanks are for two
princes, the rest of the deck helps clear any flying protectors. Just keep your spells ready to shake any skeletons or other weak troops that can slow down your push. Collision Royale - Arena 10E-Barb Fury deckFire spirits, Inferno Tower, magazine, elite barbarians, Hog Ryder, Princess, Fury, MinionsIf
you're tired of the heavily strategic deck and want to turn off the brain for a few matches, it's this Arena 10 deck for you. The whole deck is built around choosing the right moment to abandon the elite barbarians and enrage them so that they connect with the enemy tower for massive damage. The rest of
the cards are there to protect as efficiently as possible. Getting the value out of your princess is key, so make sure you play her in a safe position. This deck is guaranteed you some wins due to self-esteem. Mortar Chip deckBats, Cannon Cart, Goblin Gang, Miner, Minion Horde, Mortar, Log, FireballThe
Cannon Cart, available in Arena 10, add a new element to the classic Mortar/Miner deck. Like a miner and mortar card, Cannon Cart is a versatile card that can be played in attack or defense. Once he is defeated, he turns into a stationary cannon that continues to dish out the damage. While your miner
or cannon cart tanks for aftershocks, your bats and mortar can chip away at the towers. Defensive efforts are supported by multiple swarms of cards with multiple spells to round things up. Like other decks, don't be afraid to play your mortar defensively as a last resort. Clash of The Royale Deck - Arena
11Night Witch Golem Clone deckLumberjack, Night Witch, Golem, Poison, Baby Dragon, Clone, Mega Mignon, zap clone spell unlocked in Arena 11 makes for a number of interesting decks. Combined with cards like Golem and the Night Witch that spawn troops when defeated, it can be difficult for
opponents to deal with if they don't have the right counters in hand. Your goal is to slowly build a push containing your Golem, the Night Witch, and ideally a lumberjack. Just like they are near the tower, play a clone spell to create a mass of troops that are only reinforced by the enemy's defensive zap. If
you confront a map with a splash of damage like The Wizard or Baby Dragon, you are sure to take down the tower quickly when one of the lumberjacks falls and your horde of cloned troops gains fury. Electro Master Pekka Bridge Spam DeckBandit, Darth Goblin, Fireball, Pekka, Battle of Ram, zap, zap,
zapi, Electro WizardThis Arena 11 deck requires you to pull the legendary Electro Master card, as this is the key to slowing down intruders. Combined with the zappi and zack spell, you can keep enemies in place long enough to reduce them to dust. After defending or gaining a significant elixir lead, you
can quickly counterattack with Bandit or Battle Ram Cards. Darth Goblin and Electro Master are great support cards for attack as well. Pekka is the most expensive card in the deck and you have to rely on it to protect yourself from the tanks. It is easy to resist on the side of the enemy river, if it is sent
alone. Collision Royale Deck - Arena 12Graveyard Poison deckArchers, furnace, cemetery, ice golem, Mega Mignon, PEKKA, Poison, The graveyard spell available at Arena 12 and above is a fun map that allows spawning units anywhere on the battlefield. Combined with poison It is guaranteed to make
chip damage to the enemy's tower while noting any weak defensive units at the same time. For defense, rely on the furnace to pull Hog Riders and other building maps targeting the center. Timely Ice Golem can also kite units between lanes if played near the river and between bridges. As mentioned
earlier, hang on to Pekka to protect against hp high troop and don't count on it to do much in attack. Mirror spell bait deckMirror, Rocket, Knight, Goblin Gang, Princess, Logue, Darth Goblin, Goblin BarrelThe Mirror spell is not one of the most popular cards in Clash Royale, but if played well it can take
people by surprise. This deck cycles fast, and provides many options to reflect effectively. In attack, a mirrored Goblin Barrel or Princess can score valuable chip damage if your opponent has already used their countering spells. For protection, mirror Darth Goblin, princess, or goblin gang after baiting out
enemy spells. If it's up to the wire there is always the option to play two rockets to deal with over 1000 damage towers instantly. It's messy but effective as a last resort. That's all for our list of the best Clash Royale decks for each arena. No new maps are unlocked after Arena 12, so stick to the deck above
or check out our lists of the best Clash Royale decks from the pros or these big decks from the World Finals.What do you think are the best Clash Royale decks to climb the stairs? Let us know in the comments below! Below! clash royale arena 8 deck 2020. clash royale arena 8 deck no legendaries.
clash royale arena 8 deck reddit. clash royale arena 8 deck mega knight. clash royale arena 8 deck 2019. clash royale arena 8 deck 2018. clash royale arena 8 decks frozen peak. good clash royale arena 8 deck
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